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gown or the color of crushed rose
leaves. When she was back In her
chair again, you would never have
known that the lady was merely
guost, she seemed to belong
right- there by all the laws that make folks
heppy.
She always insisted on pu.tlng more
wood in the fireplace herself,
she
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The sound and the shine of the distant and she knew Just where to find them.
It was too bad, of course, and they
r OVK Is the one thing In which every human being Is Inter- - And seathe heielwood's perfume.
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moneymakers In money, but to greater or less degree Jhey
They are crowned like kings wltii wouldn't knock them on
explain
the floor, and Dreadful
one and all are Interested In love.
snow,
villains try to hurl underneath a
Dut. oh. for the little hills of home,
when they were at last utterly withYou may be a disgruntled, sour old man or woman, but
train.
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to
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do,
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at some time In your life your heart has beaten quicker at Green to
anything
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grassy crest,
d
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an argument that went like this, she
purple and white,
work;
the thought of some one person.
With sunny slopes where the tired may
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rest
Or, you may be a dreaming schoolgirl, or a rough and
lurk.
parking
And wait for the coming- night!
and leaning forward until her curls Marguerite, the Pretty Cook, must desert
tumMe boy with a boy's hearty contempt for sentiment; but
J, W. Linn, In Youth's Companion.
almost touched
his face, earnestly
the sink,
your turn will come. Some day you will love.
trail a "dock" and hit
s
Love is tho one thing that makes the whole world kin'.
fighting for her side, while he Just For upon her
slink.
crouched deeper and deeper into his After Housemaid
Through all the millions of years, men and women 'have loved; and
Geraldine vicious rascals
chair and looked back at her fiercely
yelp.
through nil tho millions of years to come, they will go on loving.
and pounded his (1st on the arms of Tht is why, or so I ween, housewives
The strange thing about it Is that the most wonderful thing In all the
LADY.
can't
get help.
the chair while he fought for his side.
world should be regarded as such a commonplace thing.
Louisville
"Are you going to let me come hers
Hundreds of wise men and women nave written solemn discourses and
and stay always?" she would begin,
NOT EXACTLY FICKLE.
sentimental poetry on love, and yet today love Is Just as gossamer and Intannever varying her argument. "I shall
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gible a thing as it was nt the beginning.
"She's very fickle, isn't she?"
not be lonesome and I shall not be
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long hill on Pond street wearily, dog I give up, and I shall have no reIt thrives under neglect, and, agnln, it withers under kindness.
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out a glance in Its direction, ploughed
"You cannot come here to stay alIt Is ennobling, and It is degrading.
"Yes, ma'am. this is genuine snrlnt-It Is a thing apart from all other emotions, and It holds the whole world through the ruts without lifting their ways," he would answer, "It Is not a
heads, and when they reached' the fit place for a lady. I love you too lamb." declared the butcher.
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That Is a hard question to answer, because no one person can explain to even the flickering of multiple wings You are my lady of luxury and light, housewife.
nor queer dodging bits of light and the lady of white lily land."
another Just what love 1b.
NOT YET, BUT SOON.
Sometimes she would Just look sad,
dark fur awakened their interest. The
All people love differently. My way of loving might not be yours), tor
Nan "Has Harry proposed yet?"
dog had kept at his master's heel, and again she would cry ever so little
yours mine; and yet In her own way, each might love well.
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ver such as one sees In windows and down abruptly In her own particular the town.
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Ly Professor E. Ji. Ross
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young trees, hewn In the far depths
"Good heavens, man,
The master looked every shot)
HE newspaper cartoon is a democrat. Some day the Inven- of the forest, twisted and backed into forcibly withal.
tor of it will rank with Gutenberg, for in enlightening the place to form a barrier against storms at his dog and saw him with both where are your shots going?"
and unwelcome guests.
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credit for the crowing failure of the bosses to hoodwink the paillsade, at last each of his own
voters. It Is like the Greek fire that saved civilization from cord bad thrown up his head. They ways. Thus the master learned one
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but thing about a lady that he had never
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Lie? Of course the machine, too, can launch had come home without game,
the Turks.
ij its cartoons, but a false cartoon is like a wet rocket.
"I suppose you
It home was good after the long tramp thought of before, that a lady will
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even if they don't deserve much and sooner or later get her own way.
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a man, and, oh, how I ran!"
I hear them say. "Actually the trend Is all the other way. How about the And supper had been good, for the '
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Owen of Lafayette College on "A Hisalways In the dark. They contrive to fool enough of the people enough of skins and with the clutter of
"Those aren't favors,' 'answered
the time. There Is robbery by the mailed fist, and robbery by the lithe
canoe paddles, fishing nets, and tory of English Spelling," before tho
Senator
hand. The feudal classes spoiled the people like a Front de Boeuf, the corthe like. In one end of the living Academy of Science and Art at Cains-gl- e tments." Sorghum; "those are invesInstitute. He told of existing abWashington Star.
porations today filch from us like Fagin. The plain people here are not weaR, room,
stone fireplace gave out
as they are in Russia, but they have not been taking notice that Is all. warmth l huge
and sufficient light for tbelr surdities in spelling of some words,
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and of the confusion that followed,
They have been too sure, too careless, too trusting. But it will not take gen
needs, because the dog had no
Dill "Hag your wife a recipe for
erations of slow upbuilding to put the people again at the helm. Ring the of any kind and the master didn'tvanity
care and illustrated his Idea, by reference
tocsin a few years, and we shall see who li master. From Everybody's.
whether hlB necktie was tied or un- to many words that have from time removing spots from clothing?"
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English word rhyme was trousers pockets with quietness end
were very happy together these two.
The dog was as usual at bis roaster's probably the worst spelled word In dispatch last night." Judge.
feet, and the master smoked his pipe. the English language.
The speaker mentioned the use of
QUERY.
The master sat In an armchair he
The child saw Mr. Smith, wearing
had made himself. It was big enough the word wish and wished, the latter
a silk hat and smoking 'a cigar, go
being a longer way of spelling "wlsht"
and strong enough, and its workmanThe same would affect the kiss and past the house. "Mamma," said she,
ship did not trouble him. The chair
was placed a little to the left of the klst, Instead of klBsed. He said he "why doesn't Mr. Smith fix the
fireplace and the' dog lay towards the favored shortening the word but not draught so's the smoke'll go up his
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To the light another chair theiact He declared the future of the chimney?" Town and Country.
centre.
English language depended upon an
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NE result of the "Women's Revolution" women themselves
ter, but rather of finely polished ma- Improvement In Its spelling. The
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language could and should be
may well consider: If It becomes general. It means the per hogany, of perfect line and proportion,
English. lie declared Esperanto wai of great depth?"
ishing with startling suddenness of most of the progressive and having rockers. It had a
"No," answered Miss Cayenne;
Pittsraces of the world the French, German, English, Bcandlnaseat, and another cushion merely a linguistic- plaything.
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rested against its back. It looked very burg Dispatch. i
vlan, Spanish, Scottish, Italian, Australian, Engllsh-Amerl- But his Is one of the natures that
These must all pass Inylting, so it was no wonder that the
can, Hungarian and Slavic stock.
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OF HOME.

The

What It Depends On

wlnls are wild In your mountain
peaks.
I Iwur
them wall and scream,
But the breese on the Utile hill of home
Wnlks oftly as a dream.
The browui bcos came and go,
And the ships of cloud sail ast.
What Is their hnven who may know?
'
But they all reach port at last.
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